
Ribblehead & Chapel-le-Dale 

We start at the Ribblehead Viaduct – there is roadside parking beyond the junction of the junction of 

the B6255 Ingleton to Hawes road and the B6479 to Settle. This is a prime location so if you intend 

to complete this walk in the summer holiday season, make sure you arrive early. We cleverly chose a 

wet day out of season to make the parking easier. If you are using Satnav to get to the start, then the 

postcode for the railway station at Ribblehead is LA6 3AS, but don’t turn into the station, follow the 

road down hill to the junction and then on to the roadside parking. Alternatively use the What-3-

Words tag remover.listening.torched, or OS Grid reference SD76597930. 

The path up to the viaduct from the parking is clear and well used – just before the viaduct it 

branches with a path heading uphill to the right of the railway line continuing to Whernside as part 

of the Three Peaks route. We take the track under the central arch and follow it along flat land to 

Gunnerfleet Farm, where we meet the Winterscales Beck for the first time.  We cross and then 

follow the lane round to the left – initially along the right bank of the beck, although the lane soon 

moves away from the stream. 

We stay on this track for a while now, generally heading Southwest, until we cross the Beck again at 

a simple bridge. 200 m beyond this the path leaves the track on the right and we follow it South, 

heading back toward to course of Winterscales Beck. If you miss this turn, the track ends up at the 

B6255, and although you could get back on track by walking right along the road, we would 

recommend turning back, so that you don’t miss the Haws Gill Wheel – our next landmark. 

As Winterscales Beck comes down from the edge of Whernside, it grows as numerous smaller becks 

merge. However, a glance at the OS Map shows the river simply disappearing. So, what is happening 

here? Also on the OS map here are the words Caves and Pot Hole – an important clue. This is 

Limestone country and over millennia water has carved routes through this soft and partially soluble 

rock to create caves and underground streams. The feature known as Haws Gill Wheel is part of this 

intriguing geology: The river disappears down a sink hole to reappear at a waterfall 20m south of its 

disappearance, and from here it tumbles down to another sink hole where it finally disappears to 

remain underground until it surfaces much further down the valley – we next see it at Chapel-le-

Dale.  

So why call the feature a “wheel”? That becomes clear when the river is in spate: The flow down the 

sink holes creates a bottle neck and a swirling eddy looking like a giant plug hole is created as the 

water wheels round.  

Our onward route has us cross the bottom end of the beck – not advisable under flood conditions – 

and then across a field to a gate where we walk along a dry riverbed to meet a farm track.  At that 

track we turn left and head uphill past Philpin farm, and the excellent Philpin self-service snack bar, a 

welcome respite for many a Three Peaks walker. The lane eventually arrives at the B6255, where we 

head right walking downhill on the roadside for 400m. This is a busy road, so care is needed but 

visibility on this section is good – this is a Roman Road after all – and we soon arrive at the signpost 

showing us the road to Chapel-le-Dale, which is on the right. 

The road to Chapel-le-Dale crosses the head of the river Doe (also known here as Chapel Beck) – 

which flows all the way down the valley into Ingleton where it merges with the Twiss to become the 

Greta. This is where the water that we saw disappearing at Haws Gill Wheel emerges – although 

there is debate as to whether all of it emerges here or just a part. 

Beyond the stream we head up to the pretty church of St Leonards, which is famous for two things:  



Firstly, as the burial site for the many men who lost their lives in the construction of the Ribblehead 

Viaduct, and secondly as a work of the Victorian artist JMW Turner, who combined the church with a 

view of Ingleborough which to be charitable, somewhat exaggerates the majesty of the hill and 

indeed revises the geography – as was typical in landscapes of the time. 

Having spent a few moments admiring the church, we head up the lane to the side heading back 

toward the ridge of Whernside. 

The climb is initially quite steep, and we walk through dense woodland with a wonderfully 

atmospheric mossy covering on all the rocks to the side of the track. We soon reach a statue on our 

left. The work was created by Charles I’Anson and is known as the Statue of a Warrior. 

We carry on up the track, and soon arrive at a broad plateau with the ridge of Whernside looming 

above us. We carry on up the track as far as the ford over the Ellerbeck where we meet the Dales 

Highway – and we head right along the bottom of Whernside on a well signed and generally easy 

track. 

We press on along the Dales Highway passing a number of farms – the route is clear and well 

signposted at all of them. Highlights along the way are Bruntscar - a 17th century Grade II listed 

farmhouse, and just beyond this a limekiln where the path down from Whernside crosses ours. We 

need to continue Northeast on the flat track back toward the viaduct. 

Our next landmark is Broadrake which combines a bunk barn with craft workshops, and after this we 

soon pass Winterscales farm and follow the track up to a tunnel under the railway – we are now to 

the North of the viaduct at a place noted on the OS map as Blea Moor Sidings – although there is no 

sign of any rail line other than the main through line. At this point, we take a small detour to the left 

up to the signal box where the portal for the Blea Moor Tunnel can be seen.  

From here we head back down the path at the side of the railway line, enjoying a different 

perspective of the viaduct, initially looking down on the line as it arcs round to Ribblehead station. At 

this point we have a good view of Ingleborough, Simon Fell and Park Fell to the right of the station. 

Also worth noting are the traces of the old narrow gauge tracks that serviced the construction site 

and temporary encampments for the navvies – look out for interpretation boards on the way back to 

the car parking. 

This walk is just over 12km so we define it as “moderate” but those who favour our easy walks 

should note that there are no steep sections, and under dry conditions the paths are generally easy 

going (the short section of dry riverbed at Haw Gill Wheel is the only exception).  

• Total distance 12.5 km (7.8 miles) 

• Total ascent 206 m 

• Moderate walk 


